
Waybach

Gucci Mane

Way, lemon
Way, way, way, way, way
Wap, wap, wap
It's Gucci! Wizzop

Ridin' in the 'Bach with the seat way back
This white on white Maybach, I call it payback
Yeah you know I f**k with Zaytoven, we go way back
I'd rather rap a Zay track than a Dre track
Catch me flushin' down the street with the top way back
I had to give these bad bitches somethin' to wave at
Man y'all know I f**k with Mike Will, we go way back
Now let's bring the trap back nigga, Gucci Mane back nigga

I'm the bestest, I'm the freshest ever stepped on the scene
I mean what I say, I say what I mean
Keep a rocket in my pocket like my name was Hakeem
Somebody had the picture, she thought it was a dream
A college chick dream big man on campus
All these folks impersonate me like Elvis
Too much sauce and I'm not selfish
I rule with a nine bitch wrapped in Velvet
The seat way back and the top laid back
Her waist real small but that ass real fat
She get turnt up and you can't turn back
She make my dick stand up, I push them legs way back

Ridin' in the 'Bach with the seat way back
This white on white Maybach, I call it payback
Yeah you know I f**k with Zaytoven, we go way back
I'd rather rap a Zay track than a Dre track
Catch me flushin' down the street with the top way back
I had to give these bad bitches somethin' to wave at
Man y'all know I f**k with Mike Will, we go way back
Now let's bring the trap back nigga, Gucci Mane back nigga
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